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                A class for parents of young babies (pre-crawling!) to come and enjoy an hour of music, low-impact movement and ballet basics together. Participants should have their own, secure baby carrier, and wear whatever they feel comfortable in (with ballet shoes or non-slip socks preferable, as shoes can’t be worn in the studio). No previous ballet experience necessary!
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                Come to this class to learn variations from ballets – from The Nutcracker to Coppélia and many more! The class will begin with a short barre to warm up, and move into the centre for repertoire, which will be built upon each week. Improver/Intermediate level of ballet knowledge required.
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                Ballet class with an added repertoire element for adults of an Improver/Intermediate level.
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                A complete beginner ballet class for those who want to learn ballet basics from scratch, or wish they hadn’t stopped dancing as a child! No previous experience necessary. Participants should wear exercise or dance clothes, or whatever they feel comfortable in (with ballet shoes preferable, as shoes can’t be worn in the studio).
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                A ballet class for adults with some prior knowledge of ballet, building on the basics.
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                This is a fun class for those beginning tap, focussing on rhythm and dance.
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                Tap class for adults of any age for enjoyment, stylish rhythm and camaraderie.
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                This is a non-syllabus class for Adults of all ages at around Intermediate level.
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                To reinforce technique in an enjoyable way, this is a non-syllabus class for adults at advanced level.
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                This class will draw on principles of Pilates, conditioning and body awareness – helping you to build strength, alignment and flexibility, and to improve your technique and performance as a dancer. Participants should bring their own mat and towel, and should wear whatever they feel comfortable in.
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                Come to this class to learn variations from ballets – from The Nutcracker to Coppélia and many more! The class will begin with a short barre to warm up, and move into the centre for repertoire, which will be built upon each week, including an optional pointe element. Improver/Intermediate level of ballet knowledge required.
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